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ETHernitymining

‘’ Self sustainable and self expandable mining project’’

‘’Benefit up to 30% more mining capacity’’

‘’Weekly returns but ETM is not a security token!’’

‘’Automatically managed by smart contracts’’
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Legal Disclaimer

This white paper („White paper“) gives an overview of certain aspects of , ETM and its
intended use. This White paper and the information stated herein is not legally
binding. The Token Sale is only made on the basis of a separate document, the Token
Oﬀer Document which will be published alongside this White paper. This White paper
does not constitute an oﬀer of ETMs nor an invitation for an oﬀer to exchange any
amount of Ether for ETM.
If you decide to participate in the Token Sale as a form of investment, Ethernitymining
expressly warns you that an investment in ETM carries a high degree of risk. For a
description of the risks associated, see the chapter “RISK FACTORS” in the Token
Oﬀer Document.
Forward-Looking Statements
This White paper contains certain forward-looking statements. A forward-looking
statement is a statement that does not relate to historical facts and events. The
forward-looking statements are based on analyses or forecasts of future results and
estimates of amounts not yet determinable or foreseeable. Such forward- looking
statements are identified by the use of terms and phrases such as „anticipate“,
„believe“, „could“, „estimate“, „expect“, „intend“, „plan“, „predict“, „project“, „will“
and similar terms, including references and assumptions. This applies, in particular, to
statements in this White paper containing information on future developments of
Ethernitymining, plans and expectations regarding ETM or its growth of value.
Forward- looking statements are based on current estimates and assumptions that
the Developer makes to the best of its present knowledge. Such forward-looking
statements are subject to risks, uncertainties and other factors which could cause
actual developments to diﬀer materially from and be worse than expected or
assumed or described in these forward-looking statements. Accordingly, any persons
interested in participating in the Token Sale is strongly advised to read the white
paper very carefully.
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What is ETHernitymining?
ETHernitymining is a crypto mining project that combines green, renewable
energy and a group bulk purchase of mining hardware. We introduced our
concept to a large mining company and hardware provider from South Africa
and we were able to close a deal that can run up to 30% discount on all mining
hardware.
In this way we can oﬀer contributors the most profitable mining opportunity ever
seen.
During the primary stage of our development we are mainly going to focus on
building our mining facility in South Africa. We will cooperate with an existing
mining facility for several reasons.
-This mining facility uses 90% green energy. And using green energy is our main
goal for all our future mining operations.
-Through this mining facility we are in direct contact with mining hardware
providers and we will have the opportunity to buy our hardware at highly
discounted prices. Depending on our order we will get a discount up to 30%.
-We don’t need to hire staﬀ to maintain our South African facility. Our miners will
run in the facility of our partner. As we are European based this is the best
solution for us. Our partner has a team of engineers 24/7 available to solve any
kind of problems.

Why do we name our project ‘Ethernitymining’?
=> ‘Ether’: All our mining facilities will use GPU mining and we will mainly focus
on mining Ethereum. But our software allows us to switch to any other currency
by just pushing 1 button. We have a special algorithm running that screens the
market 24/7 and sends out a message every time a more profitable coin is
found. We would be able to let the system switch automatically but we prefer to
do this manually. There are coins that can be more profitable but less profitable
1-2 hours later. Every time the software switches automatically it needs 5-10
minutes to configure to another coin. 5-10 minutes is not that long but if we look
At this on a longer period a lot of valuable time will be lost. That’s why we prefer
to switch manually.
=> ‘Ethernity’: We merged Ethereum and eternity in our name. We used eternity
in our name because we build a mining concept that can and will guarantee
profitability for a much longer time than any other competitor. As long as you
keep your token in your personal wallet you will receive weekly returns on your
share in the mining hardware
5

What is crypto currency mining?
Over the past several years, cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin have been quietly
growing in popularity, with an ever-larger number of people buying and selling
them. Now that Bitcoin has hit the mainstream and become a worldwide
phenomenon, more people than ever are looking to get into the crypto currency
game.
However, the production of cryptocurrencies isn't anything like that of regular
money. There's no central authority that issues new notes; instead, Bitcoins (or
Litecoins, or any of the other so-called 'alt-coins') are generated through a
process known as 'mining'. So what is cryptocurrency mining, and how does it
work?
To understand how cryptocurrency mining works, you have to first understand
the concept of the blockchain. The blockchain is the technology that underpins
virtually every cryptocurrency, and it basically operates as a decentralized record
- or public ledger - of all the transactions that have been conducted with a given
cryptocurrency.
Transactions are collected into 'blocks', which are then authenticated (verifying
that all the transactions are real and legitimate) by 'miners' (who check that the
same coin hasn't been spent again before the transaction has cleared, and that
the input and output amounts match) and the next subsequent block of
transactions is then linked to it. This forms the basis on which cryptocurrencies
are built, but it's also how new units of those currencies are generated.
Without a central authority, someone needs to collect all the transactions conducted
with a cryptocurrency in order to form a new block. The network nodes that do this are
referred to as 'miners'. Each time a bundle of transactions are collected into a block, it is
added to the blockchain, and whoever assembled the block is rewarded with units of the
currency.
However, in order to prevent the currency being devalued by miners creating large
volumes of new blocks, the task of creating a block is made artificially harder. This is
done by requiring miners to solve a complex mathematical problem called a 'proof of
work'.
In order to successfully create a block, it must be accompanied by a cryptographic hash
that fulfills certain requirements. The only feasible way to arrive at a hash matching the
correct criteria is to simply calculate as many as possible and wait until you get a
matching hash. When the right hash is found, a new block is formed and the miner that
found it is awarded with units of cryptocurrency.
Think of it like one of those competitions where you have to guess the weight of the cake
- only you get unlimited guesses, and the first one to submit a correct answer wins.
Whoever can make guesses at high speed as much
as possible, in the hopes of getting to be the first one to hit the correct one, form a block
and get their cryptocurrency payout.
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Current problems in mining industry
Energy consumption and pollution.

*source: www.ethereumenergyconsumption.com

Energy consumption and pollution are a combined problem. Due to the recent
boom previous 1-2 years crypto currency mining increased significantly. The power
used for crypto mining is even surpassing the the total yearly electricity usage of
several countries. As long as the value of crypto currencies keep increasing there
will be an increase in electricity consumption. Miners will earn more in $ value and
will be able to keep spending more on electricity expenses.

Since May 2017 energy consumption for the crypto mining industry multiplied by 6.
This has a very large influence on the global environment, because most of the
mining facilities worldwide use fossil resources to provide their farms with energy.
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If we add bitcoin and Ethereum yearly consumption together than we are located
on 42th place according to yearly electricity consumption.
Crypto mining already is consuming more than several countries and as long as
the value of crypto keeps going up the consumption will keep increasing.
Another problem directly caused by the massive amount of power consumption is
pollution. Until today the majority of mining facilities fully run on power produced
by fossil fuels. The bulk of mining is done in China, where energy costs are
comparatively cheaper than in places like the UK or US.
‘’The top 6’’ biggest mining pools from Antpool to BTCC are all largely based in
China. Some rough estimates put China’s hash power at more than 80% of the
total network.
However, there is a growing concern about the
environmental impact of all this electric usage could be. Most of the electricity
generated in China comes from CO2 emitting fossil fuels.
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Diﬃculties for home based miner

Crypto enthusiasts that want to start their own home based mining rig need to
take several parameters into account. Home based miners don’t have the
opportunity to choose their electricity rate, they can’t get huge discounts on
hardware purchases,…..
Pool fees
In order to mine you will need to join a mining pool. A mining pool is a group of
miners that join together in order to mine more eﬀectively. The platform that
brings them together is called a mining pool and it deducts some sort of a fee in
order to maintain its operations. Once the pool manages to mine Bitcoins the
profits are divided between the pool members depending on how much work
each miner has done.
Profitability decline per year
This is probably the most important and elusive variable of them all. The idea is
that since no one can actually predict the rate of miners joining the network no
one can also predict how diﬃcult it will be to mine in 6 weeks, 6 months or 6
years from now. This is one of the two reasons no one will ever be able to answer
you once and for all ‘is Bitcoin mining profitable?’
Conversion rate
Since no one knows what the crypto/USD exchange rate will be in the future it is
hard to predict if Bitcoin mining will be profitable. If you’re into mining in order to
accumulate Bitcoins only then this doesn’t need to bother you. But if you are
planning to convert these Bitcoins in the future to any other currency this factor
will have a major impact of course.
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Increase of hardware price
Crypto enthusiasts that want to start their own home based mining rig need to
take several parameters into account. Home based miners don’t have the
opportunity to choose their electricity rate, they can’t get huge discounts on
hardware purchases,…
Cost of hardware. Previous 12 months since BTC and other crypto currencies
started booming the demand of hardware increased significantly which lead to
exploding hardware prices. In following picture we take diﬀerent GPU miners as
an example. The graph shows Price increase over the previous 8 months. We
see several GPUs increasing 2 and even 3 times from it initial price.

Location
Depending on where you are located you will have to take into account how
much your electricity provider charges per KwH. Cost of your used power is
one of the largest factors that will determine your return.

Unprofitable cloud mining services and scams.
Previous 12 months we have been doing research on cloud mining services and
cloud mining customers. A lot of crypto enthusiasts that don’t have the ability to
get into home based mining are jumping in this cloud mining programs and hope
to be involved in mining in this way.
To start oﬀ we first want to say 99% of the so called ‘cloud mining’ sites are
100% scam. They steal some pics from the net or they pay an existing farm to
put their nameplate on the equipment and take some pictures. But actually the
only thing they do is to pay oﬀ existing members with deposits from new
members. As soon as new deposits dry up and payouts exceed incoming
deposits than site will shut down or stop paying by using a cheap excuse.
Eventually they close and probably prepare a new site to start scamming again.
We don’t want to be fully negative about cloud mining. There are a couple legit cloud
mining services but we don’t want to say they are profitable.
Most customers we spoke with that made a profit was only profits calculated in $
amount. Crypto values sky rocketed previous 12 months and made cloud mining
contracts profitable in $ value. We were able to get a look into about 150 members
dashboards and noticed that todays daily payouts take about 15 months to make profit
in BTC/ ETH or any other currency. Increase of maintainance fee, diﬃculty increase,…
not taken into account.
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Our conclusion

To run a profitable home based mining facility you have to take a lot of diﬀerent
factors into account. As a home based miner you will have to calculate
everything very well before deciding to invest in mining equipment.
Previous years a lot of companies jumped in this market and started oﬀering
cloud mining contracts. You just need to deposit money or crypto to their
account and the run the rigs at their facility.
Problems with cloud mining. 95% of the cases you get involved in a scam that
even doesn’t have a mining facility and just pay returns with money that new
investors put in the system. Beside all the scams there are a couple real services.
But you have to one of the lucky ones to close your mining contract profitable.
Other cloud mining disadvantages:
- Investment locked for a certain period.
- 80% of the contracts don’t become profitable if you calculate in crypto
value.
- Never sure if you are involved in a real service or a scam.

- Our service is transparent. Everything can be verified on the blockchain and
-

our mining platform.
Your investment isn’t locked. You can sell your token whenever you want. By
selling your tokens you handover the attached mining hardware to the person
you sent your tokens to.
We oﬀer the most secure way of distributing mining returns. Everything is
managed automatically by our smart contract. All returns will be sent to
holders personal wallets directly. No worries account getting hacked, getting
scammed, loosing password, locked funds.
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Green energy, solution for mining?
Green and renewable energy forecasts (source: International Energy
Agency)
Boosted by a strong solar PV market, renewables accounted for almost twothirds of net new power capacity around the world in 2016, with almost 165
gigawatts (GW) coming online. This was another record year, largely as a result of
booming solar PV deployment in China and around the world, driven by sharp
cost reductions and policy support.
Last year, new solar PV capacity around the world grew by 50%, reaching over
74 GW, with China accounting for almost half of this expansion. For the first time,
solar PV additions rose faster than any other fuel, surpassing the net growth in
coal.

This deployment was accompanied by the announcement of record-low
auction prices as low as 3 cents per kilowatt hour. Low announced prices
for solar and wind were recorded in a variety of places, including India, the
United Arab Emirates, Mexico and Chile.
These announced contract prices for solar PV and wind power purchase
agreements are increasingly comparable or lower than generation cost of
newly built gas and coal power plants.
This record performance in 2016 forms the bedrock of the IEA’s electricity
forecast, which sees continued strong growth through 2022, with renewable
electricity capacity forecast to expand by over 920 GW, an increase of 43%.
This year’s renewable forecast is 12% higher than last year, thanks mostly to
solar PV upward revisions in China and India.
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Solar PV is entering a new era. For the next five years, solar PV represents
the largest annual capacity additions for renewables, well above wind and
hydro. This marks a turning point and underpins our more optimistic solar
PV forecast which is revised up by over one-third compared to last year’s
report. This revision is driven by continuous technology cost reductions and
unprecedented market dynamics in China as a consequence of policy
changes.
Under an accelerated case – where government policy lifts barriers to
growth – IEA analysis finds that renewable capacity growth could be
boosted by another 30%, totaling an extra 1,150 GW by 2022 led by China.
Solar PV and wind capacity in China could by then reach twice the total power
capacity of Japan today.

China alone is responsible for over 40% of global renewable capacity
growth, which is largely driven by concerns about air pollution and capacity
targets that were outlined in the country’s 13th five-year plan to 2020. In
fact, China already surpassed its 2020 solar PV target, and the IEA expects
it to exceed its wind target in 2019. China is also the world market leader in
hydropower, bioenergy for electricity and heat, and electric vehicles.
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Today, China represents half of global solar PV demand, while Chinese
companies account for around 60% of total annual solar cell manufacturing
capacity globally. As such, market and policy developments in China will have
global implications for solar PV demand, supply, and prices. In the
Renewables 2017 main case forecast, total solar PV capacity around the
world reaches 740 GW by 2022 – more than the combined total power
capacities of India and Japan today.
If uncertainties and barriers are addressed, solar PV growth could accelerate
even more. Two important challenges in China – the growing cost of
renewable subsidies and grid integration – limit growth in the main case
forecast.
China’s renewable energy policies are being modified quite substantially in
order to address these challenges. China is moving away from its feed-intariﬀ (FIT) program to a quota system with green certificates. Together with
ambitious power market reform, new transmission lines, and the expansion of
distributed generation, these new policies are expected to speed up
deployment of solar (and wind). However, the timing and implementation of
this policy transition remains uncertain.
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The United States
Despite policy uncertainty, the United States remains the second-largest
growth market for renewables. The main drivers remain strong for new
onshore wind and solar capacities, such as multi-year federal tax incentives
combined with renewable portfolio standards as well as state-level policies
for distributed solar PV.
Still, the current uncertainty over proposed federal tax reforms, international
trade, and energy policies could have implications for the relative economics
of renewables and alter their expansion over the forecast period.
India
India’s moves to address the financial health of its utilities and tackle gridintegration issues drive a more optimistic forecast. By 2022, India is expected
to more than double its current renewable electricity capacity. For the first
time, this growth over the forecast period is higher compared with the
European Union.
Solar PV and wind together represent 90% of India’s capacity growth as
auctions yielded some of the world’s lowest prices for both technologies. In
some Indian states, recent contract prices are comparable to coal tariﬀs.
India’s accelerated case indicates that renewable capacity expansion could
be boosted by almost a third, providing that existing grid integration and
infrastructure challenges are addressed, policy and regulatory uncertainties
are reduced, and costs continue to fall. With this growth India would equal
the United States, becoming the joint second-largest growth market after
China.
The European Union
In the European Union, renewable growth over the forecast period is 40%
lower compared with the previous five-year period. Overall, weaker electricity
demand, overcapacity, and limited visibility on forthcoming auction capacity
volumes in some markets remain challenges to renewable growth. Policy
uncertainty beyond 2020 remains high.

If adopted, the new EU Renewable Energy Directive covering the post-2020 period
would address this challenge by requiring a three-year visibility over support policies,
thereby improving the market’s predictability.
Developing Asia and Sub-Saharan Africa
For the first time, Renewables 2017 tracks oﬀ-grid solar PV applications more
closely in developing Asia and sub Saharan Africa. Over the forecast period, oﬀ-grid
capacity in these regions will almost triple – reaching over 3 000 MW in 2022 – from
industrial applications, solar home systems (SHSs), and mini-grids driven by
government electrification programs, and private sector investments.
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System integration becomes increasingly important
Wind and solar together will represent more than 80% of global renewable
capacity growth in the next five years. By 2022, Denmark is expected to be
the world leader, with 70% of its electricity generation coming from variable
renewables.
In some European countries (Ireland, Germany and the United Kingdom), the
share of wind and solar in total generation will exceed 25%. In China, India
and Brazil, the share of variable generation is expected to double to over 10%
in just five years. These trends have important implications going forward.
Without a simultaneous increase in system flexibility (grid reinforcement and
interconnections, storage, demand-side response and other flexible supply),
variable renewables are more exposed to the risk of losing system value at
increasing shares of market penetration since wholesale prices are depressed
precisely when wind and solar production exceeds demand.
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Market and policy frameworks need to evolve in order to cope
simultaneously with multiple objectives, including providing long-term price
signals to attract investment, ensuring eﬃcient short-term electricity
dispatching, pricing negative externalities and unlocking suﬃcient levels of
flexibility as well as fostering a portfolio of renewable technologies, including
hydropower, bioenergy, geothermal and CSP.
Renewable generation closes the gap with coal
By 2022, global renewables electricity generation is expected to grow by
over one-third to over 8 000 terrawatts per hour, equal to the total power
consumption of China, India and Germany combined. As a result, the share
of renewables in power generation will reach 30% in 2022, up from 24% in
2016.
In the next five years, growth in renewable generation will be twice as large
as that of gas and coal combined. While coal remains the largest source of
electricity generation in 2022, renewables halve their gap with coal, down to
17% in 2022. Despite slower capacity growth, hydropower will remain the
largest source of renewable electricity generation in our forecast, followed by
wind, solar PV and bioenergy.
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Price distortions

The variability of renewable energy translates into volatile market prices as well
as negative prices during periods where high renewable injections hit a low
demand. In the day-ahead market, this is driven by expected injections, while in
real-time markets, this is driven by unexpected injections due to prediction
errors. There are 2 major reasons why one can end up with negative prices on
these markets.
First of all, high production subsidies result in a distorted price responsiveness of
RES-E technologies, i.e. renewable generating units are willing to pay to inject
power. Furthermore, a large part of the RES-E currently connected to the
distribution system lacks control capabilities and right market incentives to react
upon negative market prices. Therefore, measures are needed to improve the
active market participation of renewable generation and achieve a cost-eﬃciency
and reliable operation of the system.
Second, the negative prices result from the limited flexibility of the conventional
power plants. This may result from technological limitations such as start-up,
shut-down and output ramping constraints. Negative prices induce flexibility on
the short- and long-term by means of incentivizing the output control of mustrun conventional generation sources, e.g. nuclear power, or the reduction of
minimum run levels of power plants, e.g. CCGT.
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Ethernitymining solutions
Energy consumption and pollution
Ethernitymining will only use energy produced 100% with renewable resources
or on grid energy which at least has 90% green resources.
Our core mining facility will be located in South Africa will be provided with on
grid power supply. The on grid power we use will contain 90% produced with
renewable resources.
All our future mining facilities wether they are large or small, they will all be
provided with at least 90% renewable resources.
We will not focus on only one renewable resource but we will take every possible
opportunity that crosses our path. Besides our core mining facility in South Africa we
have the ability to run mining facilities everywhere in the world. Our team of engineers
can work out solutions according to capacity of the mining facility, space and every
other factor that determines how we can run our mining facility on a certain location.

Diﬃculties for home based miners
Wether you can run a profitable home based mining facility depends on how
much your are willing to invest. Mostly home based mining don’t have access
to a cheap energy source and have to pay 4-5 times more than big facilities
that are able to run their facility on cheap energy locations or have access to
renewable energy sources.
So energy cost will be the largest factor to determine wether your mining can
be profitable or when it will be starting to be profitable.
Beside the energy cost home based miners have to take many other factors
into account. Cost of the hardware, pool fees, increasing diﬃculty,….
Ethernitymining oﬀers a solution for those who can’t aﬀord to start a home
mining operation or that want to get involved in mining in a indirect way. By
joining our token sale you have direct access to our mining facility. ETM tokens
are attached to a certain share of the group purchase. So by owning ETM
tokens you own a part of the mining hardware.
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Unprofitable cloud mining contracts and scams
You can compare our service with cloud mining but Ethernitymining will have
much more advantages.
-No predetermined duration of the contract
-No lock period. If you decide you want to quit participating in our mining
project you just have to sell your tokens and you hand over the ownership of
the hardware to the person who buys your tokens.
-No costs. We only take profits from the tokens we hold in our company, buy
back from investors or those we buy on external exchanges.
-Increasing profits in time.
And we are no scam. All our activities will be transparent. As soon as our
mining project is running we will implement a tool in our website where you
can follow all our mining actions in real time. Beside that we will also oﬀer the
possibility to visit several of our future locations.
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Ethernitymining project
Core mining facility
Our core mining facility will be located in South Africa. Depending on the
outcome of our token sale we will start up our facility on our partners location.
We found a strong partner in South Africa that can oﬀer us a nice full option
deal that includes cheap power supply, very nice discount on hardware,
support, hosting and maintenance.
The facility will be provided with 10GPU rigs. (amount determined by the
results of our token sale)
Facility by numbers at current crypto market situation
-> 10GPU rigs will be installed. Type of GPU cards will be determined by
availability, cost,….
-> amount of rigs will be determined by result of token sale.
-> Current daily return is approximately 28$ per rig
-> Power consumption per rig is 1100W
-> Current ROI is 9 months without BTC inflation calculated
-> Monthly cost per rig is maximum 130$ all included. (power, hosting, pool
fee, maintenance, 24/7 monitoring by on site engineers.
Details
The script is written in such a way that you can mine the most profitable coin
at any time. You can set this on automatic or can be managed with a tick box.
We would rather take the option of the tick box. We don’t want to switch to the
most profitable coin every time. There are a lot of moments the most profitable
coin is only most profitable for 1-2 hours. Every time we switch it would take
10 minutes to configure to the other coin. If this would happen multiple times
on a daily, weekly base we would loose to much valuable time.
So we will choose from the tick box application. The algorithm that screens the
market 24/7 will send out notifications to our monitoring team. After verifying
and studying the market manually we will decide wether we want to switch to
another coin or not.
Our script also has an automatic fail over. If the pool we are mining in should
go down we will automatically switch to an alternative pool.
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Future facilities
Our future facilities will be located where ever we find opportunities. At this
moment we are already negotiating with several companies in diﬀerent
continents. So we don’t have a fixed expansion plan. We will work out a solution
for every opportunity we will have.
Future mining facilities can be located at hydropower, solar power plants. Wind
turbine fields are an option as well and any location where there is cheap on grid
energy available with at least 90% green energy.
We will provide solutions for every location where we can set up a mining facility.
Depending on the location and space we will always look for the best solution to
take as much advantage and be as profitable as possible. We can install regular
mining facilities or we can set up special constructions to provide the best
returns on a limited space. We have several third parties that can provide us with
the most profitable solutions.

Rent your source
Rent your source is our home based mining concept. A lot of companies and
households provide themselves with renewable energy. They have their own solar
panels, heat pumps, wind turbines.
We can classify households and companies in 2 groups.

- Firstly we have the companies and households that produce more energy than
-

they spent on a monthly basis.
Secondly we have companies and households that produce enough but don’t
use enough to receive their ‘green certificate’ and attached governmental
bonus.

As soon as our mining facility in South Africa is fully operational we will start
working on this project. We know that setting up individual rigs at every location
isn’t realistic. So we are working out a solution that we can catch all
overproduced power at one place.
We are going to look for strategic locations where there are lots of private green
energy households and companies are located and build a network to catch all
extra energy at one place.
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Our freelance engineers are working out several diﬀerent options and we will go
for the most profitable one for customers and token holders. It will be less
profitable if we do every household or company separately. So that’s why we are
working out options to collect over production of several households and
companies at 1 spot. We will have 1 central mining location in a street,
neighborhood, industrial park,…
At our central mining location we will have separate collectors that measure the
amount of energy every participating household/company is delivering.
According to the amount they provided to the mining facility they will receive
their compensation.
What compensation do we oﬀer?

- Households that generate more energy than they actually consume mostly

-

have the opportunity to deliver to the local on grid network. Sometimes
households don’t receive any compensation and if they receive one than it
mostly is only 0.03-0.04$. We oﬀer those households 20% on top of what the
local on grid provider oﬀers.
In other case there are households and companies producing their own
renewable energy but they don’t consume enough to receive their ‘green
certificate’ and the attached governmental benefits. In those cases we will
oﬀer them to consume energy necessary to reach their green certificate goal.
As compensation we oﬀer them the as we oﬀer the first group.
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Ethernitymining profitability
ETHernitymining will be one of the most profitable large scale mining operations
ever seen.
The combination of our bulk purchase, compounding and usage of green
energy will make us one of the most profitable mining projects.

Bulk purchases
The more successful our token sale the bigger the first order will be to set up our core
mining facility. Depending on the order amount we will receive a discount that can go
up to 30% of the invoice. We will keep the same discount on every future purchase.
We negotiated with the supplier that the discount will not be deducted of the purchase
amount but instead we will receive extra rigs based on the discount amount. We will
receive up to 30% more rigs for the same purchase amount.
Result
In this way we are capable of increasing our mining capacity up to a maximum of
30% for the same invested amount which will increase our monthly returns. This
will have a significant eﬀect on our profitability and will reduce the time to reach
our break even point.

Green, renewable energy
All our mining operations, large scale or mini facilities, will use renewable green
energy at any time. We will run every operation by using 100% green energy
directly from renewable green sources. We will only use on grid power supply if
they meet 2 major conditions. The on grid power supply must have at least 90%
produced with renewable resources and have an attractive price.
Mining by using on grid power supply will be strongly location based. Even if we
would find a 90% green energy on grid power supplier in for example Belgium
we would still have to pay much more than if we find same supplier in an
African country.
Result
By operating our facilities 100% on renewable energy we can easily reduce
our expenses for energy with 50 to 85% depending on the location. Energy
expenses is the biggest factor that determines your profitability and net
returns. So if we can manage to reduce this expenses with 50 to 85% this
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will have a huge positive eﬀect on our monthly returns and profitability.

Following new trends
Crypto currency space is changing continuously. On the one side we have a
constant change in the crypto market itself. New developments, new softwares,
new coins with major new technologies, existing coins that keep improving.
Beside the change in the crypto market itself, crypto mining will evolve as well.
We are sure that in the following years and decades mining will keep improving
and there will come new and eﬃcient mining opportunities.
We already jumped on green energy mining which is already one of the biggest
changes but we will keep improving our mining operations according to
evolution of the crypto mining business.
Because we don’t focus on 1 location and will be established worldwide the
following years and because we will always have a reserve fund available we
will be able to anticipate when major improvements in the mining industry
occur.
Result
By having a reserve fund and space to deploy new facilities we will be able
to jump in when there are major improvements happening. By having a
reserve fund we will be able to get in as one of the very first at any time.
Having early access to new mining hardware or solutions we will be able to
maintain our profitability.

Replacing hardware
To keep being profitable it is important to keep up to date with our hardware. If
we notice our hardware doesn’t fulfill our needs we will systematically upgrade
or renew our hardware. To be able to renew at any time we will have reserve
funds available and our agreement with our supplier guarantees super fast
delivery.
If used hardware gets replaced the old hardware will be sold on our own
platform. In this way we recover money to add to our reserve funds or instantly
buy new hardware to upgrade other facilities
Result
By having the ability to improve or replace our hardware and software at
any time, gives us the ability to maintain or even improve our profitability.
By working very close with our provider and being his biggest customer
we will have news about new products or improvements as one of the very
first.
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External factors
Of course there are also external factors that aﬀect your profitability and returns.
The biggest external factors are the mining diﬃculty and of course the evolution
of the crypto market itself. But our opinion is that every mined coin no matter
which one can possibly turn into gold next years and decades.
Result
By keeping up to date with the best software to run our facilities we will be
able to anticipate at any time on market changes, diﬃculty increases. There
are so many coins available to mine with our GPU rigs that we will always
have the ability to mine the most profitable coins and to maintain our
returns.

Compounding profits

Everyone knows the power of compounding. Like Albert Einstein once quoted:
“Compound interest is the eighth wonder of the world. He who understands
it, earns it ... he who doesn't ... pays it.”
Compounding is one of the most powerful financial tools. Making profits with
profits is a strong basis for future wealth. You can take out profits when you have
but what if you have the ability to make profits on top of your profits, and profits
on those profits.Compounding can be compared with a snowball. You start
rolling your snowball in the snow and it will begin to grow. The longer it rolls the
faster it will grow.
We will create the same snowball eﬀect in our mining project. 80% of the weekly
mining returns are paid to token holders. The remaining 20% will be used to
purchase extra rigs and expand our facilities and mining power.
This will make us one of the most powerful and profitable mining operations ever
seen.
Result
We create a self sustainable and self expandable mining operation. All
contributors in our token sale will benefit from the very beginning and will
see their returns increasing in time. While for example cloud mining
contracts loose their profitability we will be able to keep maintaining our
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profitability because expand by using profits to generate more profits.

Mine the most profitable coin
Our software gives us the opportunity to switch to the most profitable coin at
any time. We could also do this automatically but we don’t want to switch
We oﬀer token holders a fully self sustainable mining model which they can
benefit of for an undetermined time. We don’t work with mining contracts with
a fixed duration. We keep it as simple as possible. As long as you keep your
ETM tokens in your personal wallet you will be part of our mining project and
you will receive weekly returns directly into your personal ETH wallet.

every time. Mostly the most profitable coin only is profitable for a short time.
We will have a team prospecting the crypto market and we will have an
algorithm running that gives us indications about coins that can be more
profitable for a longer period.
Just by 1 push at the button we can switch to every coin that is mineable by
our GPU mining rigs. So we can influence profitability ourselves.

Our conclusion
We have everything in our hands to become one of the most profitable mining
projects ever seen. All contributors to our token sale will benefit from the
highest possible returns.
Up to 30% more mining capacity free of charge.
Up to 5% more weekly returns.
Your mining capacity and returns will increase in a passive way with 1.5-3%
monthly.
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Benefits for token holders
Why are we better than cloud mining services?
Predetermined duration
Cloud mining services always oﬀer contracts with a predetermined duration,
mostly 24 months. So your investment is locked during this period and there is
no way to get back your investment before the end date.
Ethernitymining oﬀers an undetermined duration of your participation in
our mining activities. As long as you hold your tokens in your personal
wallet you will automatically receive your share of the mining profits. If for
some reason you want to end your participation in our mining activities
you can just sell your tokens on external exchanges where ETM will be
exchangeable or you sell them back to the company. By selling your
tokens you also hand over the right to receive your weekly profit share.
Selling your shares means your hand over the right to receive profits to
the person or company that buys your tokens.
Maintenance and service fee
Cloud mining services and other companies that oﬀer mining opportunities
mostly charge an additional fee on top of the fixed expenses of your mining
contract. These fees are the main source of income of cloud mining services.
After you bought your contract they don’t care how long your contract is
profitable. They just care about the fees they can collect for oﬀering their
services.
Ethernitymining will never charge additional fees for their services. As
company we hold 5% of the total token supply. Just like tokens bought by
contributors our tokens will also bring returns from our mining projects.
Those returns are the only profits our company will make. We don’t take
money from contributors to pay ourselves. After the ICO we only take a
small part of the raised funds to inject as working capital in our company.
But as soon as our mining project are set up and running 100% of returns
are returned to token holders without any additional fee deducted from
returns.
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Transparency
Most cloud mining services and other mining services just want you to believe
them on their word. They claim to have mining facilities, they claim to make a
certain return,…. But they never deliver proofs of their activities.
Ethernitymining will provide full transparency according to activities,
returns and everything needed to be a transparent company. Except for
detailed locations of our operations everything will be shared and
contributors will have the opportunity to visit several of our facilities to
see our projects running.
We will also have an external company auditing our activities and returns
on a regular basis. This audits will be published on our platform and social
media.

Safety

We will keep our tokens and raised funds locked in the safest way possible.
We will be using hardware wallets, multi-sig wallets, paper wallets to keep our
funds as secure as possible. Our private keys will be locked in a safety deposit
box in one of our banks and it will need 2 people authorization to get access
to it at any time.
A notary will create and legalize a document for all the persons that have
access to the private keys. That document will also contain the names legal
representatives. No one can predict the future and something always can
happen. If for example someone of our team dies or has an accident and he
can’t represent himself at the bank oﬃce there will be a second person that
can act as his representative or in worst case to take over all rights when one
of the designated persons dies.
This is not the only important security. Our mining operations as well need to
be fully secure. All our facilities will be secured in the most possible way.
Depending on location and size of our facility we will work out a customized
security plan fore every one of them.
All our facilities will be secured from burglary and trespassing. A part of the
company working capital that isn’t meant for mining operations will be used
for securing our facilities. We will invest alarm systems and/or permanent
surveillance. And we will have facilities that are located on private property
that will be secured by the owner of the property himself.
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While other mining platforms work with account wallets and a withdrawal
option there is always a possibility their site will be hacked, account balances,
private data can be stolen.
By using smart contracts to manage our weekly profit share we can exclude
this risk for us and our members. No one needs to signup, no one needs to
add his personal info, no one needs an online account wallet.
Our smart contract will take care of everything. All payment of the weekly
profits happen through this smart contract and profits will appear in your
personal wallet automatically. Only thing you need to do is to keep your
private key of your wallet safe. As long as you have access to your private
keys there is no way that you can loose your funds due to someone hacked
the platform, steal your account balance, passwords or private details.

Smart contracts
When we track the market and have a look at all the mining services and cloud
ming services we see they all have a platform with a range of diﬀerent payment
methods. Firstly you need to sign up on their platform. After that you have to
fund your account (sent money directly to the company wallet). Then you need
to purchase your mining contract. As soon as your mining plan is running you
will receive your profits paid out in your account wallet and will be available to
withdraw to your personal wallet.
So many steps that can be avoided. Ethernityming mining will fully work on
smart contracts.
From the moment our mining facility is set up and generating profits we
will operate fully on smart contracts.
What will our smart contract do?
- Every Sunday at 6pm CET our smart contract will register every wallet
that has an amount of EMT tokens in it. Wallets that have EMT in it are
qualified to receive a profit share of that week. The smart contract will
sent out a message how much tokens are qualified for the weekly
payout.
- Within 72 hours after we sent the funds to the contract . Contract will
distribute the profits equally over the total amount of tokens qualified for
the weekly profit share. We take a 72 period because we need some
space to convert our returns to ethereum. Depending on the profitability
we will mine diﬀerent coins. So we need to have a little bit of time to
convert them to Ethereum before we can distribute them to the token
holders.
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Scams

After studying the market we found out 95% of the cloud mining services or
other mining services oﬀered, are scams. You can easily visit a Hyip script
website, buy a 50$ worth mining script with referral program, put it on a cheap
customized Hyip template and launch your ‘cloud mining service’ the same
day. They start collecting money from investors and pay old members with
contributions of new victims until funds dry. After that they shut down and a
couple weeks later they start a new one.
Sometimes you can easily find the scams. Cloud mining services promising
3-5% daily returns on top of a 10-20% referral commission system. We just
don’t understand how people can keep falling for this.
Ethernitymining will be completely opposite.
First of all we will oﬀer full transparency about our mining profits. Every
contributor will have access to our platform where they can track our
mining operations and their returns.
Token holders will also have a list of all our mining facilities or projects
which they can verify.
We will not work with some kind of ponzi referral system. The only referral
system we will use is during our main token sale. We want to reward
people that contribute and market our project. We will reward you with
extra tokens for referring new contributors.
Contributors will receive realistic weekly returns. We don’t provide a ‘fast
rich’ model. We only oﬀer a model that compared to other services will be
profitable much faster and with increasing returns in time.

Profits
-We will oﬀer an exclusive mining oﬀer. ONLY holders of the ETM token have
the right to participate in our profit share generated by our mining projects.
-To be able to receive your weekly returns your tokens must be in your
personal wallet. Tokens you keep on any exchange wallet will not receive
profits share. Our smart contract reads all the wallets that hold tokens and
distributes the returns to the same wallet. There is no possibility to transfer
your profits to any other wallet.
-Our smart contract will track all wallets holding ETM tokens every Sunday
between 6-7pm CET. Make sure you have your tokens in your wallet before
6pm Unconfirmed transactions or transactions between 6 and 7pm CET will
not qualify for that weeks payout.
-Weekly returns will be distributed to holders personal wallets within next 72
hours. We take a 72 hour period in account because we will mine diﬀerent
coins and it can be possible we need some time to convert everything to ETH.
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Token and token sale details
Token details
Name:
ETHernitymining
Symbol:
ETM
Total supply: 150.000.000ETM

- The ETM token is an ERC20 standard-based token.
- ETM tokens grant their holders the right to:
=> Receive 100% of the generated returns on their purchased mining
share. 80% paid directly to the ETM holders wallet and 20% used
to reinvest in extra hardware to expand existing facilities or build
new facilities.
=> Voting right. Token holders have the right to vote when their are
major decisions to make according new facilities.

Token dividends
-We oﬀer an exclusive mining oﬀer for ETM contributors. ONLY holders of the
ETM token have the right to participate in our returns generated by our mining
projects.
- To be able to receive your weekly returns your tokens must be kept in your
personal wallet. Tokens you keep on an external exchange wallet will not
qualify to receive tokens. Our smart contract tracks all wallets that contain
ETM and distributes to those wallets. So if you keep your tokens on an
exchange the returns will be sent to the exchange wallet and not yours.

- Every Sunday our smart contract will track all wallet that hold ETM. This will

-

occur between 6-7pm CET. Make sure you have your tokens in your
personal wallet before 6pm CET. Unconfirmed transactions between 6 and
7pm will not qualify for that weeks returns payout.
Weekly returns will be paid out within 72 hours after the smart contract
tracked all wallets. We have a 72 hours delay because we mine diﬀerent
coins and not only ETH. So we need some time to sell all mined coins for
ETH. As soon everything is converted we sent returns to the contract and
contract will distribute instantly to token holders personal wallets.
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ICO details
=> 10.000.000ETM available for premium investors during early bird sale

=> 0.12$/1ETM
=> min purchase 100ETM
=> Premium access to our referral platform
=> First come first serve policy
=> 15th of April - 15th of May
=> 10.000.000ETM available during public pre sale
=> 0.15$/1ETM
=> min. purchase100ETM
=> Early access to our referral platform after Early birds
=> First come first serve policy
=> 16th of May- 15TH of June
=> 100.000.000ETM available during public crowd sale
=> The faster you join the more you benefit
=> minimum purchase 100ETM
=> The faster your register the higher you will be in the referral program
=> Crowd sale starts at 0.17$ and will increase with 0.01$ every 25
million tokens
=> Next batch automatically commences instantly after previous one.
=> 16th of June- 31th of July
- batch 1
- batch 2
- batch 3
- batch 4

25.000.000ETM
25.000.000ETM
25.000.000ETM
25.000.000ETM

@ 0.17$
@ 0.18$
@ 0.19$
@ 0.20$

Unsold tokens
All unsold tokens after the crowd sale will be burned to maintain our
exclusivity. Only contributors during our token sale will have the privilege to
benefit from our mining returns. People that don’t have tokens will only be
able to join our mining project when a token holder is willing to sell his tokens
on the exchanges.
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Token distribution
All tokens will be distributed within 15 days after the end of the crowd sale,
no later than May 5th. Purchased tokens and tokens earned by referring will
be distributed together. Every member will be able to keep track of his total
ETM in his temporary member account. Referral platform will close after
conclusion of the token distribution and will be replaced by our mining track
platform.

Raised funds distribution
mining operations
reserve funds

legal advise+ marketing budget
team + advisors
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ICO caps
=> Premium investor stage => NO soft cap
=> hard cap 1.200.000$
=> public pre sale

=> NO soft cap
=> hard cap 1.500.000$

=> crowd sale

=> soft cap 2.500.000$
=> hard cap 18.500.000$

=> Total project

=> soft cap 2.500.000$
=> hard cap 21.000.000$

As you can see we are not a huge project. We rather keep exclusivity for
our community and have a nice amount of funds that is easier to manage.
We rather start small and build out our project with our compounding
profits than taking to much funds and risk to fail and not be able to fulfill
our promises.

Weekly returns

ETM tokens grant the right to receive weekly returns on your investment.
The weekly returns aren’t profit shares of company earnings. As a contributor
during our token sale you participate in our hardware group bulk purchase. We
organize this purchase to negotiate the best discounts to boost our mining
capacity.
Every ETM token is directly attached to our mining hardware. So by
purchasing ETM token you actually purchase mining hardware.
The weekly profits generated are returns made on your share in the hardware
group purchase.
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Bounty and referral program
Bounty program will be announced on our website and by our oﬃcial
announcement on various websites and forums.
Beside our bounty program we also obtained to have a referral system. 8% of
our total token token sale supply will be available to support our referral
system.
Our referral system will be a 4 level uni level referral system.

-

Level 1 members
Level 2 members
Level 3 members
Level 4 members

5%
1%
1%
1%

All rewards will be paid 100% in ETM tokens and will be distributed together
with the distribution of the tokens sold during the token sale.
After signing up on our temporary platform you will instantly receive your
referral link and you will be able to attract contributors to our project. We know
a referral system can have a huge impact on the amount of members signing
up in a very short period. That is the main reason why we are willing to spent
8% of the total token supply on our referral system. We know for sure this will
pay back eventually.
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Roadmap
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Why is ETM not a security token?

ETHernitymining doesn't share company profits with contributors
through its token sale. The main goal of the ETM token sale is to
bring a huge group of crypto enthusiasts together to do a mining hardware
group purchase.
We closed a deal with mining and hardware partner in South Africa which
benefits us with a discount up to 30%. This discount will be rewarded in
extra mining rigs. Contributors to our token sale have the ability to benefit
from a capacity increase up to 30% at no extra charge.
ETHernitymining returns will be generated on the amount of ETM tokens the
company holds for itself.
ETM tokens have 2 functions:
=> ETM tokens will indicate the share a contributor holds in the group
purchase. If a contributor buys 1% of the total ETM supply then he will own
1% of our facilities mining capacity. We will file all persons that contribute in
our token sale and when we place our order every single contributor will be
mentioned in an attachment.
=> ETM tokens will be used to manage the distribution of the weekly mining
to holders. Every Sunday at 6pm CET our smart contract tracks all wallets
that hold tokens. Within 72 hours after all mined coin are converted to ETH
we sent the mining returns to the contract and the contract will distribute
the returns to all qualified addresses.
ETHernitymining will never distribute company earning. The weekly
distribution of returns are 100% returns on the token holders share in the
hardware purchase. Therefore ETM token isn't a security token and there will
be no country restrictions and a KYC verification isn't necessary.
Ethernitymining will only act as central point of the group purchase and will
deploy and manage all mining facilities. We do not charge any fee for our
services. ETHernitymining only holds 10% of the total token supply and will
earn mining returns just like any regular token holder.
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How do we work? 3 simple steps
Purchase ETM tokens during our token sale
ETM tokens will be available exclusively during the stages of our token sale.
As soon as our token sale ends our smart contract will be deployed with
the total amount of ETM that are sold during the token sale. There will be no
more new tokens available after that.
Everyone that doesn't manage to buy tokens during the sale can only
participate if a holder is willing to tell his tokens privately or on a public
exchange where ETM is tradable.

ETM tokens, your proof of ownership.
After the end of the token sale all purchased tokens will be distributed to all
contributors personal wallets. Tokens will be locked until after the group
purchase is confirmed by our partner. Before the order will be placed
our attorney will legalize a document that contains everyone that contributed
to the token sale.
Your amount of tokens determine your share of ownership in the group bulk
purchase. As soon as we unlock tokens for transfers you can freely sell your
tokens.
NOTE: By selling your tokens you hand over the ownership of mining
hardware to the person you are sending the tokens to.

Receive weekly returns directly in your personal wallet.
After our group bulk purchase we will deploy our first facility in South
Africa with our mining partner. As soon as our facility is up and running
weekly return payouts will commence.
ETHernitymining is the first mining service that will not use a member
platform and payout system to distribute returns. Every Sunday at 6pm CET
our smart contract will sent us a list with all wallets holding ETM tokens.
Within 72 hours the smart contract distributes the Ethereum directly to token
holder personal wallets.
NOTE: To be able to receive your weekly returns you need to have your
tokens in your personal wallet. Having your tokens on an exchange wallet
results in a loss of returns because returns will be sent to the exchange
wallet. So make sure if you have tokens on any exchange to withdraw them
back to your personal wallet a couple hours before our smart contract tracks
all wallets.
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ETHernitymining opportunity by numbers
Calculations are based on current numbers of our South African mining partner. As we are
going to run our core facility at the same location next to his we can already give a close
estimation

-

10GPU mining rig (cost 8100$)
Monthly expense 130$ (decrease to 95$ possible depending on total order amount)
Returns 28$ daily - 840$ monthly
1 10GPU rig 250-280MH/s and push limit to 290 MH/s

*This calculation doesn’t include possible diﬃculty increase or change in market value.
Conclusions:
You invest 8100$ in a 10GPU mining rig. Diﬃculty increase not taken into account you will
generate an estimated return of 710$ per month.
Estimated break even point is around 11.5 months before you start generating actual
profits on your investment.

This aren’t bad results. It still is way better than just putting your money on a saving
account. BUT ETHernitymining can do way better.

*Calculations don’t include diﬃculty increase or change in market value.
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Previous picture shows results of one 10GPU mining rig running in a ETHernitymining
facility when our token sale gets sold out entirely.
By placing a huge bulk order we will receive a 30% bonus rewarded in extra rigs.
So for the same amount you will now have 1 rig + 30% of a second rig.
Cost stays the same. By the large order costs decrease to 100$ per rig so for 1 rig + 30%
it stays 130$.
Conclusion:

- For the same investment you commence with 30% more mining capacity for the same
-

-

invested amount.
First monthly return is 8% higher than mining solo. 769$ instead of 710$ net return
Compounding makes a diﬀerence, a huge diﬀerence.
=> Your monthly return increases with 2-3% on a monthly basis.
=> Your mining capacity increases with 2-3% on a monthly basis.
=> Capacity growth means token value growth.
Estimated break even point 9.5 or 2 months earlier than in the mining solo calculation.
This is only an estimation. Our mining partner showed us results of break even point at
8-8.5 months.

*Calculations don’t include diﬃculty increase or change in market value.
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Some interesting statistics

Month

Net monthly
returns

Mining
capacity

Total token
value

Total value of
your
investment

% increase

9.5

8448

153.25%

12,393

20,841

257%

12

10,326

158.96%

12,879

23,205

286%

18

16,349

177.21%

14,337

30,686

379%

24

23,050

197.30%

15,957

39,007

481%

* Diﬃculty increase and growing market value not taken into account

Conclusion:
If you contribute to our token sale you become owner of the mining hardware that is
covered by your amount of purchased tokens. All previous stats show a calculation if you
purchase the amount of tokens that cover one complete 10GPU rig.
Only in 12 months your initial invested amount will increase with 286%.
- Partially released in the weekly return distributions.
- Other part is the hardware value that is backing the value of your token.
8100$ mining hardware value of 1 10GPU rig increased to 158.96%. This means the
tokens you are holding increased to 12.879$. If you decide to quit mining and sell your
token than is this the real value backing your token. So if you plan to sell your token this
should be the minimum amount to receive. If you sell cheaper you will sell under the
REAL market price.
After 18 months your initial investment will increase with 379%.
After 24 months your initial investment will increase with 481%.
In only 24 months mining with ETHernitymining can give you a ROI of almost 500%.

And as long as you decide to keep your tokens the larger those returns will become.
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Meet our team
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Advisors
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ETHernitymining

Join the most profitable
mining project ever seen.
‘Buy ETM’
=
‘Buy mining hardware’
=
‘Receive weekly returns’
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